Controlled "golf ball shape" structuring of Mg surface under acoustic cavitation.
This manuscript describes the original structuring of Mg materials under ultrasound irradiation in mild conditions. Golf ball like extended structures can be prepared in dilute oxalic solutions at 20°C under high frequency ultrasound (200kHz). An original approach carried out through iterative 3D reconstruction of sonicated surfaces is used to describe surface evolutions and characterize the formed microstructures. A combination of SEM, ICP-AES, contact-angle measurements, and 3D image analyses allows to characterize the roughness and mass loss evolutions, and investigate the mechanism of formation for such architectures. A screening of the sonication experiments clearly points out an ultrasound frequency dependency for the effects generated at the surface. 200kHz sonication in 0.01M oxalic acid provides an unprecedented manufacturing of Mg samples which result from a controlled and localized dissolution of the material and characterized by a strong wetting surface with a roughness of 170nm. The additional formation of newly formed secondary phases appearing with surface dissolution progress is also deciphered. More generally, the ultrasonic procedure used to prepare these engineered surfaces opens new alternatives for the nano- and micro-structuring of metallic materials which may exhibit advanced physical and chemical properties of potential interest for a large community.